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Engaging Employees 
Around the Cultural 
Aspects of Consciousness 
in the Organization.
From Purpose-Driven to a 
Conscious Brand



+ Agenda
INTRO AND CHECK-IN
WHAT?

- tool overview and story
SO WHAT?

- Case Study HA & Hippie Snack
NOW WHAT?

- Applying what you have heard
NEXT ACTIONS
CHECK-OUT



+ Intentions
● Feeling resonance with the material/content under 

discussion
● Feeling resonance with all of the others in the room
● Leaving with clear actions to take with you to work 

on Monday morning
● A tool to measure the ongoing consciousness of 

your organization
● Insights to build stronger teams and partnerships.
● Create a deeper understanding of each to the 6 

pillars of a Conscious Brand.



Who are you?
What do you care about?

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



“If you want to go fast, go alone. 
If you want to go further, go 
together” 

- African Proverb



WHY: Use the power of business 
to catalyse positive change in the 
world.

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



+ VISION: HARMONY



“Clarity comes through 
engagement, not individual 
thought”

- Marie Forleo

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



1. Purpose guides you: Your purpose statement 
articulates WHY

2. Mission drives you: Your mission statement is 
HOW you accomplish your purpose

3. Vision is where you aspire to be: Your vision 
statement is WHAT you will achieve in the 
future, the results you want to reach for, the 
measurable impact you want to make.



WHY: Use the power of business 
to catalyse positive change in the 
world.

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



Inspire and Activate 100k Brand 
Believers to help organizations 
live into their higher purpose by 
2030 



Etymology: The English word ‘conscious’ originally derived 
from the Latin conscius (con- ‘together’ and scio ‘to know’), 
but the Latin word did not have the same meaning as our 
word - it meant ‘knowing with’, in other words ‘having joint 
or common knowledge with another’

*C. S. Lewis (1990). 
"Ch. 8: Conscience and conscious". Studies in words. 

Cambridge University Press. ISBN 978-0-521-39831-2.



+
WHAT IS A CONSCIOUS BRAND?

A Conscious Brand is one that actively and intentionally 
nurtures positive values, relationships and experiences with 
all stakeholders. It values people and purpose through the 
same lens as profit.



Without a sense of purpose, no 
company, either public or private, 
can achieve its full potential. 

—Larry Fink
CEO, BlackRock



17
Harris Poll 2020



+
Challenges

1. Purpose engagement feels more like a PR 
exercise than an authentic commitment (56%)

2. Lacked the capacity to adopt and activate purpose 
(50%)

3. Do not have a way to measure the impact of 
purpose (28%)



"This is about companies looking at their organization and DNA and determining 
what their role in society is," she says. "There’s no question that users are more 
sophisticated than ever, and they will make sure brands are living out their 
purpose."

Source: 2018 Purpose study from Cone and Porter Novelli.



We Help Organizations Scale 
Purpose.

Old

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



We Help Organizations See 
Beyond Purpose and Identify 
Holistic Leverage Points within 
their organization.

New

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



“Clarity comes through 
engagement not thought” 

- Marie Forleo



2017
120 leaders
3 hours
300 data points



1. Higher Purpose
2. Purpose Driven Strategy
3. Agile and Responsive
4. Conscious Communications
5. Empathetically Connected Customers
6. Intrinsically Engaged People







+
Highest Pillar - Conscious Communication

Founder/ Owner Leadership Employees

75 71 60
/ 100 / 100 / 100



What can 
individuals 
do to change 
the world? 

- Buckminster Fuller



66% of Believers said they feel 
their company would be more 
successful if it was more focused 
on purpose. - Harris Poll



+



+
Lowest Pillar - Agile and Responsive

Leadership Management Staff

48 51 58
/ 100 / 100 / 100



Ian Walker
President at Hippie snacks

@hippiesnacksorganic

Chantal Horning
General Manager at 
Harmonic Arts
@harmonic_arts



Give us a place to start having a conversation 
from

Purpose

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood





What are the ENABLING forces on 
consciousness in the industry/ in your 

business?

What are the INHIBITING forces on 
consciousness in the industry/ in your 
business?

THINK



ENABILING

ENABILING

ENABILING

ENABILING

ENABILING

INHIBITING

INHIBITING

INHIBITING

INHIBITING

INHIBITING

5

Pick your top 5 ideas

PAIR



SHARE



“What is it that you really have to share with your 
peers?”

“What AHAs or key insights did you uncover?”

Key Reflections

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood



Checking Out
I am Co-Creating an Industry of 

Conscious Companies by…

#ConsciousAction

Name: _____________________
Email:  _____________________

Follow-up in:
       1 week
       2 weeks
       1 month
       no thanks

I am Co-Creating an Industry of 
Conscious Companies by…



Close



Contact Information
@ConsciousBrands
#ConsciousAction

@ConsciousBrands
@CAhealthfood


